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Description

PRIORITY

[0001] The application takes priority from, U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.: 61/409,631, Filed: November
3, 2010, entitled: Differential Calibration Pressure Transmitter With Intrinsic Verification.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The invention relate to improved differential pressure transmitters with improved accuracy, their methods of
use and manufacture preferably for industrial uses.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Differential pressure transmitters require a great deal of care and maintenance in order to function properly for
their intended purposes. It is common practice for differential pressure transmitters to be removed from the application
or field installation and transported to well-equipped calibration laboratories to assure the accuracy of their measurement.
This practice is costly and disruptive. Furthermore, calibration laboratories rarely simultaneously duplicate the combined
actual process conditions of a specific transmitter. For example, an inadvertent over-range when re-installing the trans-
mitter on-line will unknowingly compromise "assurance" of accuracy provided by the calibration. Often, a compromised
partial calibration is conducted whereupon the output of the transmitter is adjusted for a zero value by a technician at
the transmitter.
[0004] Unfortunately, measurement accuracy is influenced by the combination of many environmental process and
environmental conditions such as process pressure, process temperature, environmental temperature, solar radiation,
local neighboring thermal radiation, inadvertent over-range, electronic/mechanical drift and enclosure distortion. Although
these influences are interdependent, they are usually considered as being independent. Unfortunately, the user or field
technician is not routinely provided with standard techniques or methods to properly compensate for these interdepend-
encies and usually does not have the required facilities.
[0005] The present practice is to compensate for these influences without considering their interdependencies. This
is pragmatically achieved by erroneously applying independent corrections for the prominent influences. This neglect
of the interdependency of the various influences increases errors in measurement. Accurate compensation must be
conducted taking into account the actual combined environmental and process conditions.
[0006] Conventional differential pressure transmitters having a single sensor exacerbate these detrimental influences.
For example, existing single sensor, dual fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitters which tend to have differences
in the fill fluid volumes, the spring rates and effective area of pressure sensitive elements of the high and low sides will
produce a detrimental differential pressure due to process pressure, process temperature or enclosure distortion acting
upon these differences. Similarly, within single sensor, single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitters having a
significant difference in the spring rate of pressure sensitive elements of the high and low sides will produce a detrimental
differential pressure due to process pressure, transmitter temperature or enclosure distortion acting upon these differ-
ences.
[0007] These conditions impact asset management and product quality. A user, until now, has had no recourse other
than to accept the poor conditions.
[0008] GB 1412631 A discloses a differential pressure transducer comprising a housing, a pair of diaphragms located
in the wall of the housing and forming with the housing respective chambers connected to sources of the fluids having
the measurable differential pressure, and a rigid member connecting the diaphragms and displaceable in response to
the differential pressure. Part of the volume enclosed within the housing is filled with a substantially incompressible fluid;
the remainder is filled with a material such that the combined thermal expansion or contraction of the fluid and the
material is substantially equal to that of the housing, for avoiding errors that might arise if the diaphragms were both to
be deflected outwardly by internal pressure. The space enclosed within the housing is mostly occupied by a pair of
borosilicate glass blocks; the remainder is filled by a suitable oil through a filler inlet. A disc forms one electrode of a
differential capacitor, of which the other electrodes are conductive layers deposited on opposed faces of the glass blocks.
The diaphragms may comprise corrugated discs or bellows.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The many environmental and process influences referred to earlier, are exacerbated by the current differential
pressure transmitters employing a single differential pressure sensor. A single sensor differential pressure transmitter
cannot compensate for process or environmental influences without determining the pressure and temperature prior to
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applying the compensation factors. What is proposed therefore is a novel differential pressure transmitter, wherein any
compensation for environmental influences does not require monitoring of the pressure and temperature
[0010] Specifically, the object of the present invention is to provide a dual sensor differential pressure transmitter with
a single fill fluid volume that intrinsically eliminates process and environmental performance influences, increases signal
level while substantially reducing product costs.
[0011] In a first embodiment, the differential pressure transmitter of the invention can provide improved performance
at a low product cost. In a second embodiment, the differential pressure transmitter of the invention provides enhance-
ments satisfying more demanding applications. In a third embodiment, the differential pressure transmitter of the invention
provides capabilities presently unavailable in the industry and satisfies the most demanding applications. All embodiments
comprise a novel system and method for differential pressure-sensing and calibration described herein.
[0012] The proposed differential pressure transmitter intrinsically eliminates detrimental process and environmental
influences and provides a remotely activated assurance of the elimination of these environmental influences traceable
to NIST within +/- 0.005% of the reading
[0013] With the proposed dual sensor, single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitter, compensation does not
require monitoring of the pressure and temperature. The object of the present invention is to provide a dual sensor with
a single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitter that intrinsically eliminates process and environmental perform-
ance influences, increases signal level while substantially reducing product costs.
[0014] In a first embodiment, the differential pressure transmitter comprises a body, and first and second cavities
within said body connecting to a first and a second port, respectively on the exterior of said body. The transmitter further
comprises first and second flexible elements assemblies within and sealed to said first and second cavities thereby
forming a third and a fourth cavity and a fifth cavity connecting said third and said fourth cavities. The transmitter further
comprises a fill fluid having a fluid fill volume within and connecting said third, said fourth and said fifth cavities and
means of sensing the first and second position of a first and a second flexible element end within said third and said
fourth cavities. The transmitter further comprises means of providing a conditioned response from the said first and said
second position of a first and a second flexible element end, wherein, the said conditioned response of said first and
said second flexible element end position is proportional to the desired measurement of the said differential pressure
applied to said differential pressure transmitter.
[0015] In a second further embodiment the differential pressure transmitter of the invention, said aforementioned
means of sensing the position of said first and said second flexible element end is achieved by sensing the capacitance
between the said first and said second flexible element end and a first and second electrode. In one aspect said first
and said second electrode is located within and is electrically insulated and attached to said third and said fourth cavity.
In one aspect a first and a second electrical conductor is electrically attached to said first and said second electrode and
said first and said second electrical conductor is sealed to contain said fill fluid within said third and said fourth cavities
and electrically insulated from said body. An electronic module external to said body and electrically connected to said
first and said second conductor and said body can also be provided. The electronic module senses the capacitance
between said first and said second flexible element end and said first and said second electrode and provides a conditioned
response indicative of the said differential pressure. The change in position of said first and said second flexible element
end produces a said first and said second change in capacitance between said first and said second flexible element
end and said first and said second electrode and said first and said second change in capacitance is conditioned to
provide a response that is proportional to the desired measurement of said differential pressure.
[0016] In a third, further embodiment, a change in said fill fluid volume due to temperature variation, process pressure
or enclosure distortion volume variation produces equal and opposing influences upon said first and said second flexible
element assemblies, and said first and said second flexible element assemblies are produced or compensated to have
equal ratios of spring rate to effective areas, thereby causing said temperature variation and said process pressure
variation and said enclosure distortion to have minimal influence upon differential pressure measurement
[0017] As mentioned above, the invention further contemplates an electronic module. In one embodiment, the electronic
module comprises means for sensing said first capacitance between said first flexible element end and said first electrode
and a said second capacitance between said second flexible element end and said second electrode; means for deter-
mining the first and second position of said first and said second flexible element end by sensing said first and said
second capacitance; means for determining a reference zero condition position of said first and said second flexible
element end while at reference temperature and reference common pressure and no applied said differential pressure;
means for determining operating zero condition position of said first and said second flexible element end while at
operating temperature and operating common pressure and no applied said differential pressure; means for determining
reference differential pressure condition position of said first and said second flexible element end while at reference
temperature and reference common pressure and said differential pressure; means for determining operating differential
pressure condition position of said first and said second flexible element end while at operating temperature, operating
pressure and said differential pressure; a means for determining a first and a second difference in operating position
between said operating differential pressure condition position and said operating zero condition position of said first
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and said second flexible element end; a means for providing an output proportional to said first and a second difference
in operating position between said operating differential pressure condition position and said operating zero condition
position of said first and said second flexible element end; a means for determining a first and a second difference in
reference position between said reference differential pressure condition position and said reference zero condition
position of said first and said second flexible element end; and a means for providing an output proportional to the said
first and a second difference in reference position between said reference differential pressure position and said reference
zero position of said first and said second flexible element end.
[0018] In another embodiment, the electronic module of the invention comprises means for determining said fill fluid
temperature; means for determining said fill fluid pressure; means for calculating the change in said operating differential
pressure condition from reference zero condition due to a change in said fill fluid temperature; means for calculating the
change in said operating differential pressure condition from said reference zero condition due to a change in said fill
fluid pressure; means for providing an output of said temperature; means for providing an output of said pressure; and
means for providing an output of said reference zero condition thereby determining a reference zero condition.
[0019] The differential pressure transmitter of the invention may optionally further comprise a three-position valve. In
one embodiment the three position valve comprises: a valve body having a first external port and a second external port
to external pressures and said body having two internal transmitter ports a first internal port and a second internal port
connecting to said differential pressure transmitter; a rotary valve plug having two internal flow conduits; and means of
positioning said rotary valve plug to any of three-positions. In one aspect, the three positions of the valve are as follows:
a first position wherein the first external port is connected to the first internal port and the second external port is connected
to the second internal port; a second position wherein the first internal port is connected to the second internal port and
no connection made between the first and second external ports external ports; and a third position wherein the first
external port is connected to the second internal port and the second external port is connected to the first internal port.
In this aspect, normal operation of said differential pressure transmitter is configured per said first position, process
isolation and said differential pressure transmitter equalization is configured per said second position and reverse op-
eration of said differential pressure transmitter is configured per said third and wherein prior to entering said first or third
positions said three-position valve enters said second position
[0020] In another aspect, the aforementioned three position valve may further comprise means of determining said
reference zero position by isolation of said differential pressure transmitter from said process while maintaining process
pressure upon said differential pressure transmitter and equalization of the said differential pressure upon said differential
pressure transmitter in said second position said three position valve and whereby, without any said differential pressure
or with constant said differential pressure, the said differential pressure transmitter output in said normal operation is
compared to the said differential pressure transmitter output in said reverse operation and provides an indication of the
differences in density and/or liquid height of process fluid in the impulse lines connected to said differential pressure
transmitter and thereby provides a means for the compensation of impulse line density and level influences.
[0021] In one aspect the abovementioned electronic module implements a method for compensating the combined
influence of said temperature and said pressure due to said change in said fill fluid fill volume, said spring rates and said
effective areas of said first and said second flexible element assemblies. In one embodiment the method comprises
isolating said differential pressure transmitter from said process while maintaining said process pressure and said tem-
perature within said differential pressure transmitter and allowing equalization of said high side and said low side; sensing
said process pressure with a process pressure sensor; sensing said temperature with a process temperature sensor;
sensing said operating zero condition of said first and said second flexible element at said process pressure and said
temperature; calculating the deflection of said first and second flexible element due to said process pressure; calculating
the deflection of said first and second flexible elements due to said process temperature; alculating the ratio of said
spring rate to said effective area of said first and second flexible elements; calculating the said spring rates of said first
and second flexible elements; calculating the said areas of said first and second said flexible elements; and generating
and applying compensation factors for said first and said second flexible elements for said process pressure and said
temperature. The aforementioned method compensating for the said differential pressure transmitter for influences of
the combined influence of said temperature and said pressure due to said change in said fill fluid fill volume, said effective
areas and said spring rates of said first and said second flexible element assemblies.
[0022] In another embodiment the differential pressure transmitter of the invention may optionally comprising a three
position actuator. In one embodiment the three-position actuator comprises a first cylinder having a first piston and a
first pressure port, the first cylinder having a stop for limiting axial motion of said first piston; and a second cylinder having
a second piston, said second cylinder having an axial slot and said second piston having a radial extension positioned
within said axial slot of said second cylinder; and a third cylinder having a third piston and a second pressure port the
third cylinder further comprising a stop for limiting axial motion of said third piston. A first actuator position is obtained
by pressure being applied to said first cylinder through said first port, a second actuator position is obtained by pressure
being applied to said third cylinder through said second port and a third position is obtained by pressure applied to said
first cylinder through said first port and to third cylinder though said second port. Positioning of said center piston moves
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said three-position valve to said position one, said position two or said position three and said radial extension of said
second piston provides a means of moving an external device to any of the said three positions.
[0023] In another embodiment, the transmitter may optionally include a gravitational pressure reference source. In
one aspect, the gravitational pressure reference source comprises: a body; an internal cavity having a post; a sphere
having a hole containing termination of said post that is attached to said sphere is sealed to said post; a cylinder having
enlarged internal diameters at each end; a stepped cylindrical post attached to said cylinder; a cylindrical weight with
an internal diameter accepting said stepped cylindrical post; and a means of securing said stepped cylindrical post to
said cylindrical weight, wherein said cylinder, said stepped cylindrical post and said cylindrical weight comprise a grav-
itational reference assembly. The gravitational pressure reference source further comprises an internal cylindrical magnet
within a cavity in said body and vertically below and concentric with said gravitational reference assembly wherein the
said internal cylindrical magnet can be raised by an external magnet field with opposing magnetic poling and said raising
of said internal magnet raises said gravitational reference assembly relative to said sphere and wherein upon a change
of said external magnet field the said internal cylindrical magnet falls rapidly due to gravity and the said change in said
external magnet field and wherein the gravitational reference assembly falls under the action of gravity producing a
reference pressure in the said cavity of the said cylinder and wherein said reference pressure is applied to the internal
cavity of the post. The gravitational pressure reference source may also include a means of measuring temperature by
capturing the time of the descent for a known distance of the said gravitational reference assembly and a means for
converting the said time of a descent for a said known distance to an average velocity of the said fill fluid through said
gravitational reference assembly and from said average velocity through said gravitational reference assembly determine
a viscosity of said fill fluid and from said viscosity determine said temperature from known viscosity versus temperature
relationships. The response of the differential pressure transmitter upon the application of the gravity pressure reference
provides a means of sensing said reference pressure for verifying calibration and determining said temperature of said
fill fluid.
[0024] The differential pressure transmitter may also further comprise an actuator for actuating said gravitational
pressure reference. In one embodiment the gravitational pressure reference actuator comprises: (a) a piston having a
longitudinal axis, said piston having four cavities with an axis of symmetry perpendicular to and intersecting said longi-
tudinal axis of said piston and said axis of symmetry of said four cavities and said longitudinal axis are parallel and said
piston having four magnets contained within the said cavities and the magnetic poling of each said magnet alternates
along said piston longitudinal axis; and (b) a cylinder with a first and a second closed end wherein said piston and said
magnets are contained within said cylinder and said piston and said cylinder having means for preventing rotation of
said piston within said cylinder. The cylinder has a first and a second pneumatic port located at a first and second closed
end of said cylinder respectively. By applying pneumatic pressure to the first pneumatic port the piston is moved to the
second closed end. Likewise by applying pneumatic pressure to the second pneumatic port the piston is moved to the
first closed end of the cylinder.
[0025] In one aspect, the magnets of the aforementioned gravitational pressure reference actuator within said process
enclosure are raised by external magnets by providing an axial opposing magnetic field. Likewise, said magnets within
a said process enclosure are lowered by said external magnets by providing an axial additive magnetic field and wherein
means is provided for actuating said gravitational pressure reference.
[0026] In one embodiment the flexible element assemblies of the differential pressure transmitter of the invention may
comprise one or more axial thin cylindrical sections having, at each said axial end, a thin radial extension and wherein
said thin radial extensions of successive said axial thin cylindrical sections are joined at the outermost radial position
and wherein one of said axial thin cylindrical sections having said thin radial sections at said axial end is joined to a
support member and opposing said axial thin cylindrical section of the said one or more axial thin cylindrical sections
having said thin radial section at axial end is joined to an end member and said radial sections are normally distended
in the said axial direction. Upon application of a high value of said external process pressure the said thin radial sections
deflect axially until restrained by said support member and by mating of said radial sections and said flexible element
ends are capable of returning to original condition after enduring said external process pressure due to the low stress
encountered
[0027] In one aspect of the invention the transmitter of the invention calculates a correction factor as follows. An
external, equal and common pressure is applied to the said first and second flexible element assemblies The deflection
of each of said flexible element assemblies as a result of the said compression of said fill fluid due to said pressure is
sensed. The difference in the ratio of spring rate to effective area of a said first and second flexible element assemblies
is determined by comparing the said displacements of the said pair of flexible element ends in response to the said
common pressure. A correction factor consisting of the ratio of spring rate to effective areas of said first and second
flexible element assemblies is produced and is used to compensate for said deflections of said first and second flexible
element assemblies in the sensing of said differential pressures.
[0028] In addition to process and environmental influences, over-range of the differential pressure transmitter is a
major influence and usually not specified or considered. If specified, it usually does not apply to worst-case conditions
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resulting from a combination of maximum working pressure while at maximum process temperature. The proposed
differential pressure-sensing concept minimizes these over-range concerns due to hysteresis from over stressing by an
assurance that the proposed concept is not highly stressed and well supported during the over-range. Zero and span
return errors from overstressing as in present practice are significantly minimized. Thus an improvement in over-range
performance is inherent in the proposed differential pressure-sensing concept and resolves the worst-case condition of
maximum process pressure over-range at maximum process temperature.
[0029] The proposed dual sensor, single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitter is shown in FIG.1 and the
dual sensor concept is shown in cross-section in FIG.2. This proposed dual sensor concept does not eliminate the
undesirable change in fill fluid volume occurring with changes in pressure, temperature or enclosure distortion but it
does intrinsically eliminate the undesirable error influence. Any differential pressure developed due to the change in fill
fluid volume for whatever cause is applied equally and opposingly to the high and the low side flexible element assemblies
with no differential pressure being sensed by the differential pressure transmitter. Ideally, if the combined response of
spring rates and effective areas of the high and low side flexible element assemblies are matched, there cannot be a
differential pressure developed in the proposed concept due to the detrimental influences.
[0030] Optimization of the proposed concept requires design and manufacturing considerations to assure this match
of the combined response of spring rates and effective areas of the high and low side flexible element assemblies of
(3A) and (3B) of Figure 2. Although these efforts may produce a good match, it cannot be assured to be insignificant.
However, an innovative simple manufacturing procedure assures these differences in the spring rates and effective
areas of the high and low side flexible element assemblies due to manufacturing tolerances are insignificant. During the
manufacturing process, a high pressure is simultaneously applied to the high and low side flexible element assemblies
while monitoring the deflections of the high and low side flexible element ends resulting from the compression of the fill
fluid. The difference in the deflection of the flexible element ends provides a means of compensating for the difference
in the effective areas and spring rates of the flexible element assemblies. The equation for compensation will be developed
further in the discussion and illustrates how the compensation is implemented. Thusly, the difference in the spring rates
and effective areas of the flexible element assemblies due to manufacturing tolerances is minimized and ideally eliminated
assuring a high level of performance. Furthermore, this process can also be applied in the field. Thus, a user can verify
high performance upon receipt and during routine maintenance.
[0031] The proposed dual sensor, single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitter is simple in construction. A
single fill fluid chamber exists between the high side flexible element assembly and low side flexible element assembly.
Within this single chamber, there are fixed electrodes (4a) and (4b) of Figure 2 that are in close proximity to each of the
flexible element ends (8A) and (8B). The sensing is achieved by simultaneously measuring the differential change in
capacitance due to the deflection of the flexible element end with respect to the fixed electrode for the high and the low
side. A pressure applied to the high side deflects the flexible element end of the high side inwardly towards the fixed
electrode and simultaneously the fill fluid causes the low side flexible element end to deflect outwardly away from the
fixed electrode due to the equal displaced volume of the flexible elements assemblies.
[0032] Operation of the differential pressure transmitter in a flow or level application, is categorized by four conditions
that may be defined:

1. When the transmitter is assured to be at a reference temperature, reference process pressure and no differential
pressure, the output is defined as "reference zero condition".
2. When the transmitter is assured to be at a known temperature, known process pressure and no differential the
output is defined as "operating zero condition".
3. When the transmitter is assured to be at a known temperature, known process pressure and a known differential
pressure with respect to "reference zero condition" is defined as "reference differential pressure condition".
4. When the transmitter is assured to be at a known temperature, known process pressure and at a differential
pressure being measured, it is defined as "operating differential pressure condition".

[0033] The proposed advanced and premium differential pressure transmitter concepts will satisfy the requirements
of more demanding applications. The advanced and premium differential pressure transmitters are composed of the
standard differential pressure transmitter with ancillary devices.
[0034] There are three ancillary devices:

The advanced and premium product has an actuator that remotely operates a three-position valve for normal,
equilibrate or reverse position. The equilibrate position isolates the transmitter from the process.

[0035] The premium product also incorporates a gravitational pressure reference that verifies calibration traceable to
National Institute of Standards with an actuation device that provides remote operation of the gravitational pressure
reference.
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[0036] The proposed premium dual sensor, single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitter concept provides
capabilities that presently are not available in the industry and will now be described.
[0037] Differential pressure transmitters have been improved in recent years. An example is provided in United States
Patent No. 6,321,585 Sgourakes for a Differential Pressure Generator. This improvement eliminates all detrimental
combined interdependent process and environmental influences of differential pressure transmitters by remotely verifying
measurement accuracy within +/- 0.005% of reading traceable to National Institute of Standards while transmitter is on-
line at process and environmental operating conditions for flow and liquid level applications.
[0038] The present invention integrates United States Patent No. 6,321,585 Sgourakes Differential Pressure Generator
within the proposed premium differential pressure transmitter and with the addition of proposed ancillary devices, provides
an exceptional high-performance premium differential pressure transmitter for flow and liquid level applications with
remote calibration assurance.
[0039] The premium differential pressure transmitter provides significant advancements in performance. Some of the
advancements enhancing the remote calibration verification of United States Patent No. 6,321,585 Sgourakes for a
Differential Pressure Generator are:

1. A reference zero condition value is available with each differential pressure observation providing an ability to
monitor zero conditions during normal differential pressure measurement.
2. Detrimental influences of environmental temperature, process temperature and process pressure are intrinsically
eliminated from the differential pressure transmitter.
3. Automatically scheduled sensor calibrations can be achieved remotely during routine sustained operation.
4. Reverse flow capability. The three-position valve provides an ability to measure normal or reverse flows.
5. Elimination of density or level differences in impulse lines is assured. This is achieved by comparing the zero
condition in normal and reverse positions of the three-position valve. Any difference can be attributed to density or
level differences in the impulse lines and the influence compensated.
6. The transmitter provides greater range limits by providing lower span capability avoiding the cost and complexity
of multiple transmitters with intermediate spans.
7. Minimal over-range influence.
8. A very low cost of manufacture.
9. Calibration is assured to be within +/- 0.005% of reading traceable to National Standards Institute, achieved from
remote locations without a technician present at transmitter, at actual combined operating conditions, on-line and
without flow interrupt.
10. Pro-active maintenance can respond if a trend of concern develops from sequential calibration assurances or
from monitoring of the zero value at each differential pressure acquisition.
11. Instantaneous assurance of proper operation can be remotely verified within minutes during crisis conditions.
12. Eliminates the need to interrupt signal, remove transmitter from process line, hand written manual calibration
history management, lengthy evaluations in a calibration laboratory requiring the simulation of process pressures
and environmental temperatures.
13. Provides a capability for remotely scheduled customer/buyer audits eliminating skilled operators, costly travel,
hotel accommodations and seasoned resources.
14. The present capacitive single sensor concepts are typically a stretched diaphragm with an effective area of
approximately 1/3 inch squared with non-linear deflection. Conversely, the proposed capacitive concept has an
effective area of 3.5 inches squared with linear deflection. Thus providing a factor of ten improved sensitivity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0040]

FIG. 1 is an isometric view of the differential pressure transmitter.

FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view of the proposed differential pressure sensor of the differential pressure transmitter.

FIG. 3 is an isometric view of the premium differential pressure transmitter with integrated three-position valve and
valve operator and gravitational reference with operator.

FIG. 4 is a schematic view illustrating the three position hydraulic connections.

FIG. 5 is a view showing the three-position valve components in the normal position.
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FIG. 6 is an isometric view of the three position valve components in the equilibrate position.

FIG. 6A is a cross sectional view of the three position valve in the equilibrate position with center piston positioned
in center position.

FIG. 7 is a cross sectional view of the gravitational pressure reference with the actuator in the normal run position.

FIG. 8 is a cross sectional view of the gravitational pressure reference with the actuator having raised the weight
and cylinder assembly and prepared to initiate development of the gravitational pressure reference.

DETAILED DECRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0041] The proposed dual sensor, single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitter (1) is illustrated in FIG. 1 with
the major components shown as a body (2), two process interface assemblies (3A) and (3B), high pressure process
port (12) and low pressure process port (13).
[0042] The dual sensor, single fill fluid volume differential pressure transmitter (1) of FIG. 1. is very compact and
optimized to accommodate present impulse line spacing of 2 1/8" between high-pressure process port (12) and low-
pressure process port (13). The flexible element assembly (3A) of FIG. 2, is composed of a flexible element end (8A)
and two convolutions (9AA) and (9AB). The flexible element assembly (3A) is attached to a base (15A) having an isolation
groove (16A) that minimizes influences from distortion of the body (2) due to process pressure or process/environmental
temperature. Additional components are the fill fluid (14), fill fluid connecting tube (11) and fill fluid filling ports (10A) and
(10B).
[0043] The dual sensor measures the differential pressure by sensing the capacitance change due to the deflection
of flexible element end (8A) with respect to the fixed electrode (4A) as shown in cross section 2---2 of FIG. 2. and
simultaneously the deflection of flexible element end (8B) with respect to the fixed electrode (4B). The flexible element
assemblies (3A) and (3B) thereby provide process isolation and a differential pressure sensing capability.
[0044] The flexible element assembly (3A) has an electrode (4A) mounted upon an insulator (5A) that is attached to
the base (15A). The electrode (4A) has an electrical conductor (6A) providing electrical continuity from the electrode
(4A) to an electrical termination (17A) of hermetic seal (7A). The electrical conductor (6A) has a stress relief (not shown)
that minimizes thermal expansion and pressure expansion influences to assure reliable connectivity between electrode
(4A) and the electrical termination (17A) of the hermetic seal (7A). Additionally, the electrical conductor (6A) is contained
within an insulator (18A) to minimize undesirable capacitive coupling and restrict relative motion between the conductor
(6A) and the body (2).
[0045] A fill fluid (14) hydraulically couples the flexible element assembly (3A) of the high side to the flexible element
assembly (3B) of the low side. Thus a high pressure applied to a flexible element assembly (3A) of the high side causes
an inward deflection while the opposing flexible element assembly (3B) experiences an outward deflection.
[0046] The equations predicting the differential pressure considering the position of the flexible element ends (8A)
and (8B) and the ratio of spring rate to effective area of the flexible elements (9AA), (9AB), (9BA), and (9BB) of FIG. 2.
are developed as follows:

Definitions:

[0047]

PHS= Pressure sensed on high side
PI= Internal pressure of fill fluid
P= Process pressure on high and low side
KH= Spring rate flexible element assembly high side
KL= Spring rate flexible element assembly low side
AH= Effective area flexible element assembly high side
AL= Effective area flexible element assembly low side
DHR = Position of high side flexible element end with PHS
DHZ = Position of high side flexible element end without differential pressure
DLR = Position of low side flexible element end with PHS applied to high side
DLZ = Position of low side flexible element end with no differential pressure

[0048] The summation of the forces applied to flexible element ends are determined as follows: 
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Sum of forces on high side flexible element 

d/p of high side flexible element 

Sum of forces on low side flexible element 

d/p of low side flexible element 

Desired equation for differential pressure
[0049] Thus the sum of the deflections of the flexible element ends is proportional to the differential pressure.
[0050] This equation requires the actual value of each ratio of spring rate to effective areas of the flexible element
assemblies be known. Alternatively, an innovative procedure has been developed. In this procedure, a high process
pressure is applied to the high process pressure port (12) and simultaneously to the low process pressure port (13)
thereby compressing the fill fluid volume (14). The compression of the fill fluid is sensed by the deflection of each flexible
element end. The ratio of these deflections provides a means of compensating the ratios of spring rate to effective area
of the two flexible element assemblies. The compensation is developed as follows:

Definitions:

[0051]

PI= Process pressure internal
P= Process pressure high and low side
DLP= Position of low side DHP= Position of high side
T= Temperature difference from a reference temperature
a= Coefficient of thermal change in volume
b= Bulk Modulus Coefficient of pressure change to volume change

[0052] A force balance summation of each flexible element assembly provides the desired relation to be used in the
compensation. 
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Equating pressures and solving for desired ratio 

Abbreviate 

[0053] The ratios of spring rate to effective area of the two flexible element assemblies can now be compensated
using this factor. Compensation is achieved by arbitrarily selecting the high side flexible element assembly as a reference
and applying the compensation factor to the low side flexible element assembly. Thus the compensated equation be-
comes: 

[0054] The compensation also requires a change in reference from KL/AL to KH/AH for the low side.
[0055] Thusly, the desired differential pressure can be sensed from the deflection of the compensated flexible element
assemblies without a need to determine the actual value of the spring rate or effective area of each flexible element
assembly. An overall calibration coefficient would include the ratio of spring rate to effective and an additional factor for
setting the output for a given input.
[0056] It will now be shown how the compensated equation intrinsically eliminates the detrimental influences of process
and environmental influences. A change in the common fill fluid volume will cause an equal and opposing change in the
differential pressure applied upon each of the flexible element assemblies but will not cause any change in the total
differential pressure sensing. This is an important and basic benefit, for process temperature, process pressure, envi-
ronmental temperature and enclosure distortion will change the common fill fluid volume. Therefore the detrimental
performance influences are intrinsically eliminated.
[0057] An equation considering the detrimental influences will illustrate the manner in which they are intrinsically
eliminated. The deflection associated with the detrimental differential pressure due to an increased process pressure
compressing the fill fluid volume can be determined from the following equations: 
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[0058] Similarly, The deflection associated with the detrimental differential pressure due to due to an increased tem-
perature expanding the fill fluid volume can be determined from the following equations: 

[0059] Including these influences within the basic equation provides: 

[0060] This complete, compensated equation reveals that the detrimental influences are equal and opposing and are
therefore intrinsically eliminated. The need to continually sense the process pressure and process temperature and
apply an instantaneous compensation is eliminated.
[0061] AH and AL can be verified with the three-position valve in the equilibrate position. With the addition of a
temperature and pressure sensors, an awareness of the thermal coefficient of volumetric change and the bulk modulus
of the fill fluid, the fill fluid volume and the sensed total deflection DTPH and DTPL provides a means to determine AH
and AL. 

[0062] Similarlry: 

Ancilliary devices

[0063] The ancillary devices providing the desired enhancements of the differential pressure transmitter (1) are the
three-position valve, valve actuator, gravity pressure reference and the gravity reference actuator. All ancillary devices
are contained within an assembly (14) of FIG. 3. They will be described sequentially in the following description.
[0064] The three-position valve configures the proposed differential pressure transmitter (1) for normal, equilibrated
or reverse operation and are shown schematically in FIG. 4. The main components of the proposed three-position valve
and valve operator (20) are shown in FIG. 5 and now considered.
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[0065] The normal position of FIG. 4. connects a high-pressure process port to a high-pressure differential pressure
transmitter port and a low-pressure port to a high-pressure differential pressure transmitter with a normal flow direction.
[0066] Equilibrate position of FIG. 4. connects a high-pressure differential pressure transmitter port to a low-pressure
differential pressure transmitter port equilibrating pressures and no differential pressure being applied to the differential
pressure transmitter.
[0067] Reverse position of FIG. 4. connects a high-pressure process port to a high-pressure differential pressure
transmitter port and a low-pressure process port to a low-pressure differential pressure transmitter port providing reverse
flow measurement capability. Although the differential pressure transmitter (1) remains in the same position, the high-
pressure and low-pressure ports of the reverse position of the differential pressure transmitter (1) are opposite the high-
pressure and low-pressure ports of the normal position.
[0068] The three position valve and operator (20) as shown in FIG. 5 is composed of a fixed valve seat (21) that is
restricted from rotation by a matching keyway in the body (2) that is not shown and provides the ports for communication
with the differential pressure transmitter (1), a selector disc (22) that is rotated to configure the desired positions of Figure
4, a compensation plate that is not shown, provides axial compensation for thermal and pressure deflections and tor-
sionally couples selector disc (22) to rotor (24), an axial spring (23) that provides a load to selector disc (22) and rotor
(24) assuring that selector disc (22) achieves a seal with valve seat (21) while compensating for thermal and pressure
deflections, rotor (24) is driven by a crank (26) of three position actuator.
[0069] The novel three-position actuator of the three-position valve (20) is shown in cross section 2---2 of FIG. (6A)
for the equilibrate position. The center piston (29) is driven to the equilibrate position by applying pressure to port (33)
that acts upon piston (30) forcing it to the right until arrested by stop (35) in cylinder of lower molding (32) and simulta-
neously applying pressure to port (34) that acts upon piston (31) forcing it to the left until arrested by stop (36) in the
cylinder of lower molding (32).
[0070] The normal and reverse positions of the valve actuator are achieved by motion of three pistons (30), (31) and
(32) having an innovative sequence. Referring to Figure 6A, when the pneumatic port (33) on the left is pressurized, the
left piston (30) travels to the right and engages the center piston (29) and sequentially engages the right piston (31) and
continues to the right until piston (30) is limited by a stop (35) at this time the pressure is applied to center piston (29)
through path (38A) and piston (31) is then driven to the right termination of the cylinder. Similarly, when the pneumatic
port (34) on the right is pressurized, the right piston (31) travels to the left and engages the center piston (29) and
sequentially engages the left piston (30) and continues to the left until piston (31) is limited by a stop (36) at this time
the pressure is applied to center piston (29) through path (38B) and piston (30) is then driven to the left termination of
the cylinder.
[0071] Motion of piston (29) of FIG. 6A actuates the valve. A post (37) of the center piston (29) is attached to valve
plate (28) and valve plate (28) is coupled to a crank (26). As post (37) is positioned to the left, center and the right, it
rotates the crank (30) of the three-position valve (20). The crank (26) turns the rotor (24) that positions the selector disk
(22) to the desired valve position. The valve may also be operated manually by positioning valve plate (28) by hand.
Valve plate (28) provides an indication of the position of the valve.
[0072] The three-position valve (20) provides the ability to determine and remove the influence of level or density in
impulse lines. With a constant flow or ideally no flow, the three position valve (20) is first positioned in the normal position
and the normal value of the differential pressure transmitter (1) is determined. Then the three-position valve (20) is
positioned in the reverse position and the reverse value of the differential pressure transmitter (1) is determined. The
results are compared and a correction made to minimize any level or density differences in the impulse lines.
[0073] The gravity pressure reference (40) shown in cross section 3-3 of FIG. 7, functions is described in detail in
United States Patent No. 6,321,585 Sgourakes for a Differential Pressure Generator. However, the basic operation is
as follows:

The weight and cylinder assemblies (43A) and (43B) are raised with respect to fixed spherical pistons (41A) and
(41B) and then allowed to descend under the action of gravity thereby producing a traceable, reliable reference
pressure within the cylinders (42A) and (42B) that is applied to the differential pressure transmitter (1).

[0074] The principle of operation is simple. The weight and cylinder assembly (43A) on the high side has the same
volume as the weight and cylinder assembly (43B) on the low side. The desired reference differential pressure is developed
by a density difference of the weight and cylinder assembly (43A) with respect to the weight and cylinder assembly
(43B). The density of the fill fluid changes significantly due to volume changes with respect to pressure or temperature.
However, the fill fluid changes produce equal influences upon the assemblies and therefore do not influence the desired
reference differential pressure. Thus the reference differential pressure is not influenced by fill fluid density variations
that occur with temperature or process pressure.
[0075] Innovative concepts have now been provided to enhance the raising and the descent of the weight and cylinder
assemblies (43A) and (43B) of FIG. 7. Located within the enclosure are internal magnets (45A) and (45B) that are raised
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by an opposing magnet field or lowered by an attractive magnetic field. These magnet fields are produced externally.
[0076] Positioning an external magnet (48) having an opposing magnetic orientation to the internal magnet (45) pro-
duces an opposing magnetic field that raises the internal magnet. Positioning an external magnet (48) having an attractive
magnetic orientation to the internal magnet (45) produces an attractive magnetic field that lowers the internal magnet.
[0077] The positioning of the external magnets with respect to the internal magnets is simply done by shuttling the
external magnets horizontally left or right a distance equal to the one half the horizontal distance between the internal
magnets (45A) and (45B). This motion is illustrated in FIG. 7 illustrating the relationship in normal operation desiring to
capture the internal magnets by providing an attractive field and reduce vibration of the internal magnets. Fewer magnets
could be used but the desired advantage of capturing the internal magnets in normal operation thereby reducing pressure
pulsations would not be achieved.
[0078] In the moment prior to the descent of the weight and cylinder assemblies (43A) and (43B) the internal magnets
are held in a position illustrated in FIG. 8. To initiate a descent the external magnets (48) are quickly returned to the
normal position. At this time the weight assemblies (43A) and (43B) experience a gravitational force that is applied upon
the effective area defined by the sphere within the cylinder thereby producing the desired differential pressure.
[0079] The positioning of the external magnets is achieved by pneumatic pressure applied to either end of the piston
(47) carrying the external magnets (48)

Claims

1. A differential pressure transmitter (1), comprising:

a pair of flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B) each of which is in fluid communication with a respective port
(12, 13), wherein each of said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B) is characterized by a ratio of a spring rate
to effective area of flexible elements each of said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B) comprising:

one or more convolutions (9AA, 9AB, 9BA, 9BB) comprising at least one axial cylindrical section and at
least one radial section extending from said cylindrical section,
a flat element end (8A, 8B) that exhibits a deflection in response to a pressure differential applied thereto, and
an electrode (4A, 4B) capacitively coupled to said flat element end (8A, 8B) for sensing a deflection thereof
in response to an applied pressure,

a connector tube (11) containing a fill fluid for hydraulically coupling said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B), and
means for determining a differential pressure applied to said ports (12, 13) based on the sensed deflections of
said flexible element ends (8A, 8B) of said pair of flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B), wherein said means
for determining the differential pressure is configured to compensate for a difference between the ratios of spring
rate to effective area of said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B).

2. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, wherein each of the electrodes (4A, 4B) of said flexible element
assemblies (3A, 3B) is mounted on an insulator (5A, 5B) attached to a base (15A, 15B).

3. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 2, wherein said base (15A, 15B) comprises an isolation gap.

4. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, wherein each of the electrodes (4A, 4B) comprises an electrical
conductor (6A, 6B).

5. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 4, wherein said electrical conductor (6A, 6B) of each of said electrodes
(4A, 4B) extends to an electrical termination (17A, 17B).

6. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, wherein each of said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B) is disposed
within a cavity sealed from the external environment.

7. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, wherein said means for determining the differential pressure is
configured to utilize the ratio of spring rate to effective area of one of the flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B) as a
reference and to apply a compensation factor to a signal received from the other flexible element assembly (3A, 3B).

8. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 7, wherein said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B) have equal ratios
of spring rate to effective area.
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9. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, wherein said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B) are configured
such that a change in a volume of said fill fluid due to any of a temperature variation, and process pressure variation
produces equal influences upon said pair of flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B).

10. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, wherein said means for determining the differential pressure com-
prises an electronic module external to said body.

11. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 10, wherein said electronic module comprises:

means for sensing a first capacitance value between the flat element end (8A, 8B) and the electrode (4A, 4B)
of one of said assemblies (3A, 3B) and a second capacitance value between the flat element end (8A, 8B) and
the electrode (4A, 4B) of the other assembly (3A, 3B),
means for determining deflections of the flat element ends (8A, 8B) of the two assemblies (3A, 3B) relative to
reference positions based on said first and second capacitance values,
wherein the differential pressure is proportional to a difference of the deflections of the flat element ends (8A, 8B).

12. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, further comprising a three-position valve (20), said valve comprising:

a valve body having first and second internal ports each of which is connected to one of said ports (12, 13) that
are in communication with said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B), and first and second external ports for
coupling to external pressure sources,
a rotary valve plug having two internal flow conduits, and
means for positioning the rotary valve plug to any of three positions,
wherein in a first position the first external port is connected to the first internal port and the second external
port is connected to the second internal port, in a second position the first internal port is connected to the
second internal port and no connection exists between the first and second external ports, and in a third position
the first external port is connected to the second internal port and the second external port is connected to the
first internal port.

13. The differential pressure transmitter of claim 1, further comprising a gravitational pressure reference source (40),
said gravitational pressure reference source comprising:

first and second weight and cylinder assemblies (43A, 43B) disposed in a vertical enclosure and configured to
move up and down relative to first and second spherical pistons (41A, 41B) to apply reference pressures to
said flexible element assemblies (3A, 3B), wherein the weight and cylinder assemblies (43A, 43B) include
weights of equal volumes and different densities,
first and second internal magnets (45A, 45B) disposed in said enclosure below said first and second weight
and cylinder assemblies (43A, 43B), respectively,
three or more magnets (48A-D) external to said enclosure, said external magnets being movable relative to
said internal magnets (45A, 45B) between a first position and a second position,
wherein in said first position, two of said external magnets (48A-D) magnetically repulse said first and second
internal magnets (45A, 45B), respectively, so as to effect raising of said first and second weight and cylinder
assemblies (43A, 43B), and
wherein in said second position, two of said external magnets (48A-D) magnetically attract said first and second
internal magnets (45A, 45B), respectively, so as to initiate a descent of said first and second weight and cylinder
assemblies (43A, 43B) under influence of gravity.

Patentansprüche

1. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät (1), umfassend
ein Paar flexible Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B), von denen sich jede in Fluidkommunikation mit einem jeweiligen
Anschluss (12, 13) befindet, wobei jede der flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) durch ein Verhältnis einer Fe-
derrate zu Nutzfläche der flexiblen Elemente gekennzeichnet ist, wobei jede der flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A,
3B) umfasst:

eine oder mehrere Faltungen (9AA, 9AB, 9BA, 9BB), die mindestens einen axialen zylindrischen Abschnitt und
mindestens einen radialen Abschnitt umfassen, der sich von dem zylindrischen Abschnitt erstreckt,
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ein flaches Elementende (8A, 8B), das eine Ablenkung in Reaktion auf eine darauf ausgeübte Druckdifferenz
zeigt, und
eine Elektrode (4A, 4B), die kapazitiv an das flache Elementende (8A, 8B) gekoppelt ist, um dessen Ablenkung
in Reaktion auf einen ausgeübten Druck abzufühlen,
ein Verbindungsrohr (11), das ein Füllfluid zum hydraulischen Koppeln der flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A,
3B) enthält, und
Mittel zum Bestimmen eines auf die Anschlüsse (12, 13) ausgeübten Differenzdrucks basierend auf den abge-
fühlten Ablenkungen der flexiblen Elementenden (8A, 8B) des Paares von flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A,
3B), wobei das Mittel zum Bestimmen des Differenzdrucks ausgestaltet ist, um eine Differenz zwischen den
Verhältnissen der Federrate zu Nutzfläche der flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) zu kompensieren.

2. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei jede der Elektroden (4A, 4B) der flexiblen Elementbau-
gruppen (3A, 3B) an einem Isolator (5A, 5B) montiert ist, der an einer Basis (15A, 15B) befestigt ist.

3. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Basis (15A, 15B) einen Isolationsspalt umfasst.

4. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei jede der Elektroden (4A, 4B) einen elektrischen Leiter
(6A, 6B) umfasst.

5. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 4, wobei der elektrische Leiter (6A, 6B) von jeder der Elektroden
(4A, 4B) sich zu einem elektrischen Anschluss (17A, 17B) erstreckt.

6. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei jede der flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) in einem
Hohlraum angeordnet ist, der von der äußeren Umgebung versiegelt ist.

7. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Mittel zum Bestimmen des Differenzdrucks so aus-
gelegt ist, dass das Verhältnis von Federrate zu Nutzfläche von einer der flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B)
als Referenz genutzt wird und ein Kompensationsfaktor auf ein Signal angewendet wird, das von der anderen
flexiblen Elementbaugruppe (3A, 3B) empfangen wird.

8. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 7, wobei die flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) gleiche Ver-
hältnisse von Federrate zu Nutzfläche aufweisen.

9. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei die flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) so ausgelegt
sind, dass eine Änderung im Volumen des Füllfluids infolge von jedweder von einer Temperaturvariation und Ver-
fahrensdruckvariation gleiche Einflüsse auf das Paar von flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) erzeugt.

10. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Mittel zum Bestimmen des Differenzdrucks ein au-
ßerhalb des Körpers befindliches Elektronikmodul umfasst.

11. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 10, wobei das Elektronikmodul umfasst:

Mittel zum Abfühlen eines ersten Kapazitätswerts zwischen dem flachen Elementende (8A, 8B) und der Elek-
trode (4A, 4B) von einer der Baugruppen (3A, 3B) und eines zweiten Kapazitätswerts zwischen dem flachen
Elementende (8A, 8B) und der Elektrode (4A, 4B) der anderen Baugruppe (3A, 3B),
Mittel zum Bestimmen von Ablenkungen der flachen Elementenden (8A, 8B) der beiden Baugruppen (3A, 3B)
relativ zu Referenzpositionen, die auf den ersten und zweiten Kapazitätswerten basieren,
wobei der Differenzdruck proportional zu einer Differenz der Ablenkungen der flachen Elementenden (8A, 8B) ist.

12. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend ein Dreipositionsventil (20), wobei das Ventil
umfasst:

einen Ventilkörper mit ersten und zweiten Innenanschlüssen, die jeweils mit einem der Anschlüsse (12, 13)
verbunden sind, die sich in Kommunikation mit den flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) befinden, und erste
und zweite externe Anschlüsse zum Koppeln mit externen Druckquellen,
ein Drehventilhahnküken mit zwei internen Flussleitungen, und
Mittel zum Positionieren des Drehventilhahnkükens in jedweder der drei Positionen,
wobei in einer ersten Position der erste externe Anschluss mit dem ersten internen Anschluss verbunden ist
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und der zweite externe Anschluss mit dem zweiten internen Anschluss verbunden ist, in einer zweiten Position
der erste interne Anschluss mit dem zweiten internen Anschluss verbunden ist und keine Verbindung zwischen
dem ersten und dem zweiten externen Anschluss vorliegt, und in einer dritten Position der erste externe An-
schluss mit dem zweiten internen Anschluss verbunden ist und der zweite externe Anschluss mit dem ersten
internen Anschluss verbunden ist.

13. Differenzdruckübertragungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend eine Gravitationsdruckreferenzquelle (40),
wobei die Gravitationsdruckreferenzquelle umfasst:

erste und zweite Gewicht- und Zylinderbaugruppen (43A, 43B), die in einem vertikalen Gehäuse angeordnet
sind und ausgestaltet sind, sich relativ zu ersten und zweiten sphärischen Kolben (41A, 41B) aufwärts und
abwärts zu bewegen, um Referenzdrücke auf die flexiblen Elementbaugruppen (3A, 3B) auszuüben, wobei die
Gewicht- und Zylinderbaugruppen (43A, 43B) Gewichte mit gleichen Volumina und unterschiedlichen Dichten
einschließen,
erste und zweite interne Magnete (45A, 45B), die in dem Gehäuse unter der ersten beziehungsweise zweiten
Gewicht- und Zylinderbaugruppe (43A, 43B) angeordnet sind,
drei oder mehr Magnete (48A-D) außerhalb des Gehäuses, wobei die externen Magnete relativ zu den internen
Magneten (45A, 45B) zwischen einer ersten Position und einer zweiten Position bewegbar sind,
wobei in der ersten Position zwei der externen Magnete (48A-D) den ersten beziehungsweise zweiten internen
Magneten (45A, 45B) magnetisch abstoßen, um so Steigen der ersten und zweiten Gewicht- und Zylinderbau-
gruppen (43A, 43B) zu bewirken, und
wobei in der zweiten Position zwei der externen Magnete (48A-D) den ersten beziehungsweise zweiten internen
Magneten (45A, 45B) magnetisch anziehen, um so ein Sinken der ersten und zweiten Gewicht- und Zylinder-
baugruppen (43A, 43B) unter Einfluss der Schwerkraft zu initiieren.

Revendications

1. Transmetteur de pression différentielle (1), comprenant :

une paire d’assemblages d’éléments souples (3A, 3B) dont chacun est en communication fluidique avec un
orifice respectif (12, 13), chacun desdits assemblages d’éléments souples (3A, 3B) étant caractérisé par un
rapport entre une constante de rappel et une surface utile des éléments souples,
chacun desdits assemblages d’éléments souples (3A, 3B) comprenant :

une ou plusieurs circonvolutions (9AA, 9AB, 9BA, 9BB) comprenant au moins une section cylindrique axiale
et au moins une section radiale s’étendant depuis ladite section cylindrique,
une extrémité d’élément plate (8A, 8B) qui présente une déformation en réponse à un différentiel de pression
appliqué à celle-ci, et
une électrode (4A, 4B) en couplage capacitif avec ladite extrémité d’élément plate (8A, 8B) pour détecter
une déformation de celle-ci en réponse à une pression appliquée,

un tube connecteur (11) contenant un fluide de remplissage pour le couplage hydraulique desdits assemblages
d’éléments souples (3A, 3B), et
un moyen pour déterminer une pression différentielle appliquée auxdits orifices (12, 13) sur la base des défor-
mations détectées desdites extrémités d’éléments souples (8A, 8B) de ladite paire d’assemblages d’éléments
souples (3A, 3B), ledit moyen pour déterminer la pression différentielle étant configuré pour compenser une
différence entre les rapports entre constante de rappel et surface utile desdits assemblages d’éléments souples
(3A, 3B).

2. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, dans lequel chacune des électrodes (4A, 4B) desdits
assemblages d’éléments souples (3A, 3B) est montée sur un isolant (5A, 5B) attaché à une base (15A, 15B).

3. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 2, dans lequel ladite base (15A, 15B) comprend un
espace d’isolation.

4. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, dans lequel chacune des électrodes (4A, 4B) comprend
un conducteur électrique (6A, 6B).
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5. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit conducteur électrique (6A, 6B) de
chacune desdites électrodes (4A, 4B) s’étend jusqu’à un raccordement électrique (17A, 17B).

6. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, dans lequel chacun desdits assemblages d’éléments
souples (3A, 3B) est disposé à l’intérieur d’une cavité protégée hermétiquement de l’environnement externe.

7. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit moyen pour déterminer la pression
différentielle est configuré pour utiliser le rapport entre constante de rappel et surface utile d’un des assemblages
d’éléments souples (3A, 3B) comme une référence et pour appliquer un facteur de compensation à un signal reçu
depuis l’autre assemblage d’éléments souples (3A, 3B).

8. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 7, dans lequel lesdits assemblages d’éléments souples
(3A, 3B) ont des rapports entre constante de rappel et surface utile égaux.

9. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits assemblages d’éléments souples
(3A, 3B) sont configurés de telle sorte qu’une variation de volume dudit fluide de remplissage due indifféremment
à une variation de température ou une variation de pression de procédé produit des influences identiques sur ladite
paire d’assemblages d’éléments souples (3A, 3B).

10. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit moyen pour déterminer la pression
différentielle comprend un module électronique externe audit corps.

11. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 10, dans lequel ledit module électronique comprend :

un moyen pour détecter une première valeur de capacité entre l’extrémité d’élément plate (8A, 8B) et l’électrode
(4A, 4B) d’un desdits assemblages (3A, 3B) et une deuxième valeur de capacité entre l’extrémité d’élément
plate (8A, 8B) et l’électrode (4A, 4B) de l’autre assemblage (3A, 3B),
un moyen pour déterminer des déformations des extrémités d’éléments plates (8A, 8B) des deux assemblages
(3A, 3B) par rapport à des positions de référence sur la base desdites première et deuxième valeurs de capacité,
la pression différentielle étant proportionnelle à une différence entre les déformations des extrémités d’éléments
plates (8A, 8B).

12. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, comprenant en outre une vanne à trois positions (20),
ladite vanne comprenant :

un corps de vanne ayant des premier et deuxième orifices internes dont chacun est relié à un desdits orifices
(12, 13) qui sont en communication avec lesdits assemblages d’éléments souples (3A, 3B), et des premier et
deuxième orifices externes pour un couplage à des sources de pression externes,
un bouchon de vanne rotatif ayant deux conduites d’écoulement internes, et
un moyen pour positionner le bouchon de vanne rotatif sur l’une quelconque des trois positions,
dans lequel dans une première position le premier orifice externe est relié au premier orifice interne et le
deuxième orifice externe est relié au deuxième orifice interne, dans une deuxième position le premier orifice
interne est relié au deuxième orifice interne et il n’existe aucun raccordement entre le premier et le deuxième
orifice externe, et dans une troisième position le premier orifice externe est relié au deuxième orifice interne et
le deuxième orifice externe est relié au premier orifice interne.

13. Transmetteur de pression différentielle de la revendication 1, comprenant en outre une source de référence de
pression gravitationnelle (40), ladite source de référence de pression gravitationnelle comprenant :

des premier et deuxième assemblages de poids et de cylindres (43A, 43B) disposés dans une enceinte verticale
et configurés pour monter et descendre par rapport à des premier et deuxième pistons sphériques (41A, 41B)
pour appliquer des pressions de référence auxdits assemblages d’éléments souples (3A, 3B), les assemblages
de poids et de cylindres (43A, 43B) comportant des poids de volumes égaux et de masses volumiques différentes,
des premier et deuxième aimants internes (45A, 45B) disposés dans ladite enceinte au-dessous desdits premier
et deuxième assemblages de poids et de cylindres (43A, 43B), respectivement,
au moins trois aimants (48A-D) externes à ladite enceinte, lesdits aimants externes étant mobiles par rapport
auxdits aimants internes (45A, 45B) entre une première position et une deuxième position,
dans lequel, dans ladite première position, deux desdits aimants externes (48A-D) repoussent magnétiquement
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lesdits premier et deuxième aimants internes (45A, 45B), respectivement, de manière à faire monter lesdits
premier et deuxième assemblages de poids et de cylindres (43A, 43B), et
dans lequel, dans ladite deuxième position, deux desdits aimants externes (48A-D) attirent magnétiquement
lesdits premier et deuxième aimants internes (45A, 45B), respectivement, de manière à initier une descente
desdits premier et deuxième assemblages de poids et de cylindres (43A, 43B) sous l’influence de la gravité.
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